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Chapter 3610 

But now, the Dragon Lord is gone, why do they need to get used to it anymore? 

In furious, dozens of innate warriors shook hands into claws, and a black tiger cut his heart, ready to 

directly abolish these short-sighted things. 

“do not…” 

“Spare…” 

“Brother, forgive me… forgive me…” 

“We were wrong, I…we were really wrong.” 

These workers are scared to pee. 

One by one, they lay on the ground, bursting into tears. 

They are just doing their official duties, and the reason for their strong words is just to scare off these 

illegal gatherings. 

But they never expected that this group of people seemed to possess special skills. 

Just a few glances made them feel as if they were hit hard, and they couldn’t stand up. 

At this time, these staff members are already feeling regretful. 

I knew this group of people were so uncomfortable, they wouldn’t come to check their evidence even if 

they were killed. 

Isn’t this seeking a dead end? 

Just when these people thought they were in danger of escape, Ericson Li, Chen Ao and others hurriedly 

stopped. 

“Everyone, a little punishment is that there is no need to kill them all.” 

“They are all compatriots of Mr. Chu’s homeland after all.” 

“If Mr. Chu knows about it, he certainly wouldn’t want to see his compatriots die because of him.” 

Ericson Li repeatedly discouraged. 

“Comrades?” 

“The Dragon Lord is loyal to his life and protects the compatriots in his homeland.” 

“But what about them, have they ever regarded the Dragon Lord as a compatriot?” 

“All nations are encircled, the dragon lord is extinct outside the country, and the martial arts in the 

summer can’t save you!” 



“Mr. Li, you said, this is what a compatriot did?” 

The eyes of the people in the Dragon God Temple were red, as if they had once again seen Mark who 

was forced to commit suicide and died with a sword piercing his heart. 

Anger, grief, powerless… 

All kinds of emotions made the Dragon Temple people almost point fingers. 

“Hey…” 

“The hot summer martial arts is really chilling.” 

“However, they are all mundane people, and they are just routine official duties. There is no need to 

involve them.” 

“Keep them alive.” 

Ericson Li sighed, he was also chilled by what the Wushen Temple did. 

However, these irrelevant people are innocent after all. 

After blocking the killing of the strong in the Martial God Temple, Ericson Li looked at the group of staff 

who were already frightened at his feet. 

“You said that you are also looking for hardship.” 

“This road is so wide, let’s go aside, not come over to find the fault.” 

“If it weren’t for Mr. Chu Yu Wei who was still there, you people, I am afraid that you will all have to see 

the King of Hades today.” 

Although Ericson Li is not a martial artist, he knows the bursting temperament of martial artists. 

Especially these extraterritorial powerhouses, each is a ruthless role licking blood. 

At this time, this group of people came over to find it unhappy, so naturally they came to die. 

“Brother, I… we can’t help it either.” 

“This is our job, it won’t work if we don’t check it…” 

After escaping from the dead, the group of people was in shock. At this time, Wang He, the middle-aged 

man in the lead, was complaining bitterly about his helplessness to Ericson Li. 

“Yes, it’s your job to verify. The killing is also their job.” 

“Let’s check your evidence, what do you think of their murderer?” Ericson Li replied. 

“This…I…” Wang He cried directly, thinking about what group of people he met today. 

“Okay, don’t cry. You are fortunate that you and Mr. Chu are compatriots, you can’t die today.” 

“However, capital offenses are forgiven, and living offenses are inevitable.” 



“Take you dozens of brothers and join us on the road.” 

“On the road? Where to go?” Wang He was stunned. 

“Go back to Noirfork and report funeral to Mr. Chu.” 

“Mr. Chu? I…we don’t know each other.” Wang He said in fear. 

“It doesn’t matter whether you know or not.” 

“The important thing is that Mr. Chu is kind to me in the hot summer.” 

“As Yanxia people, you should also go to make sacrifices.” 

Ericson Li said slowly. 

After that, this mighty team marched towards Noirfork again. 

Wang He and the others, just like driving a duck to the shelves, were forcibly taken into the team. 

“Hey, 110? Help, we were… kidnapped by a group of people.” 

“They want to tie us to Noirfork…” 

“Take us as a sacrifice…” 

Wang He and others, who were involved in it somehow, were frightened in their hearts, and directly 

called the police halfway through. 

“How many people are there?” the operator asked. 

Wang He replied, “About three thousand people, right?” 

“what?” 

“Three…three thousand people?” 

Three thousand children enter Noirfork? 

Oh my God! 

The operator was dumbfounded. 

I just feel that I seem to have encountered a terrifying and terrifying case. 
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Hot summer, Annan Province. 

“quick!” 

“Notify the public security departments of one city in the whole province.” 

“Immediately dispatched people to gather at the northern border of Annan Province.” 

“Remember, you must be fully armed.” 



“There are a large number of people on the opposite side, and all of them are good players, and 

according to intelligence, it is very likely that the group of criminals have weapons in their hands.” 

“Send every team unit to pay attention to safety during the operation!” 

“Be sure to capture all these illegal elements before entering the Noirfork provincial boundary!” 

In the office of an office building in the capital city of Annan Province. 

A middle-aged man sits with his brows furrowed, trying to convey his latest instructions to his 

subordinates. 

His name is Ma Guoping, and he is the highest-ranking officer of the Public Security Department of 

Annan Province. 

Just now, he received a report that a large number of people of unknown origin had forcibly entered the 

country from Annan Port. 

Going all the way north along the aisle, it looks like he is about to flee into Noirfork territory. 

Moreover, these fanatics are extremely arrogant. 

Wherever they passed along the way, all the personnel who hindered their progress were all forcibly 

taken into the team. 

Wearing hemp and filial piety, wearing plain mourning clothes, stepping on the Big Dipper and carrying 

the mahogany coffin. 

In this way, this group of people went all the way north. 

So far, there are no fewer than hundreds of Annan’s civil servants who have been forcibly taken into the 

team. 

Among them, this is Ma Guoping’s younger brother, Ma Guoan. 

“It’s just outrageous!” 

“In the law society, there are such lunatics who slander the country’s laws?” 

“I am in Annan Province, is such an arrogant madman absolutely not allowed to exist?” 

“Today, no matter what, this group of gangsters will be wiped out!” 

After learning of all this, Ma Guoping was very angry. 

Of course, Ma Guoping is not an impulsive person. 

He had already received information, the other party had a large number of people, a total of three 

thousand people. 

This amount has seriously threatened the social stability of Annan Province. 

After realizing the seriousness of the matter, Ma Guoping immediately mobilized all the resources that 

could be mobilized, and drew the manpower from all over the province. 



At the same time, it also contacted the Annan Military Region and hoped that the military region would 

be able to dispatch personnel to support it when necessary. 

In this way, invisible, a net of heaven and earth for Ericson Li and others has been woven. 

Of course, Ericson Li and others didn’t know all of Ma Guoping’s secret arrangements. 

Of course, even if they knew it, they probably wouldn’t care. 

After all, in their team today, in addition to the one or two thousand secular people, there are more 

than one thousand martial arts powerhouses. 

You know, there are no more than two or three thousand warriors in the entire Vietnam. 

Therefore, Ericson Li and the power they have now is enough to contend for half a hot summer. 

In this case, the entire Annan Province has gathered all its strengths, and it can’t help them at all. 

Ma Guoping knew nothing about the strength of Ericson Li’s group of people. 

Even Ma Guoping was still imagining that if he had wiped out this gang of gangsters, what kind of 

accomplishment would it be? 

At least, this year’s national outstanding model honor is sure to be won! 

———— 

———— 

Yanshan, Wushen Temple. 

“How about Noirfork?” 

“There is nothing wrong, right.” 

Two days have passed since Mark extinct himself. 

The Juggernaut and others who returned to the hot summer, the sadness and boredom in their hearts 

have not disappeared, but the worries are increasing day by day. 

After all, Mark was dead. 

But most of the power of the Dragon Temple is still there. 

As the saying goes, the centipede is dead but not stiff. 

If this group of people in the Dragon God Temple were made inferior, it would be enough for their 

martial arts in the summer. 

What the Juggernaut is most worried about right now is that the warriors in the Dragon Temple are 

making trouble in the Noirfork land. 

Tang Hao shook his head: “I just asked the spies we placed in Noirfork. The group of people in the 

Dragon Temple seems to have not yet entered Noirfork.” 



“What? Not here yet?” The Sword Saint frowned immediately. 

The movement of this group of people is undoubtedly extremely concerned by the Wushen Temple. 

Chapter 3612 

Previously, his subordinates reported that Ericson Li and the others went to Noirfork to report the 

funeral to Mark’s relatives. 

Unexpectedly, it has been two days, and this group of people hasn’t even arrived in Noirfork. 

“No, Tang Hao, check immediately where they are.” 

“Don’t make trouble.” 

Juggernaut was even more worried. 

There are more than a thousand martial arts powerhouses, although the number is not as good as that 

of their entire hot summer, but these people are all martial arts elites gathered by Mark. 

It can be said that if they are actually fighting, they might not be able to beat this group of people with 

the two thousand strong martial arts in the summer. 

Now that so many Dragon Temple powerhouses are entering the hot summer, one can imagine what a 

huge hidden danger to the Sword Saint. 

After receiving the Juggernaut’s order, Tang Hao immediately contacted all parties to inquire about 

Ericson Li’s whereabouts. 

“Juggernaut, I persuaded you before, these remnants of the Dragon Temple cannot be put into the 

summer.” 

“The hidden danger is too great.” 

“If they come up and blame Mark’s death on our Yan Xia martial arts, the consequences will be 

disastrous.” 

“It will even cause an extinction to our hot summer martial arts!” 

“It’s all right now, lead the wolf into the room, know that you have a headache?” 

The King of Fighters Mo Gucheng heard that the people in the Dragon Temple did not enter Noirfork as 

scheduled, and said anxiously. 

The Juggernaut sighed, “It’s easy to say, it’s not so easy to stop them from entering the summer.” 

“Besides, Mark is their Dragon God Temple Lord, and now they have fallen. It is reasonable for them to 

come to report the funeral.” 

“If we obstruct it arbitrarily, if it is not humanitarian, it will inevitably arouse the anger of the Dragon 

Temple people and arouse more contradictions.” 

“In this case, our Martial God Temple is not easy to stop, and we can’t stop it either.” 



These consequences were naturally taken into consideration by the Juggernaut. 

But he had no choice. In terms of morality, he had no reason to prevent the people of the Dragon 

Temple from going to the funeral in the summer. 

If it is forcibly blocked, it will inevitably lead to chaos. 

Therefore, the Juggernaut also allowed them to enter Noirfork. 

Now, the Juggernaut can only pray, this group of people didn’t do anything wrong in the summer. 

Otherwise, thousands of martial arts experts, such terrible power, will cause huge damage. 

“Juggernaut, King of Fighters, something has happened!” 

When the two were talking, Tang Hao, who had just left shortly afterwards, ran back in a hurry. 

“Say, what’s the matter?” 

“Could it be that they are really from the Dragon God Temple, killed insane in the hot summer?” 

As the saying goes, what is afraid of. 

When listening to Tang Hao’s words, the faces of the Juggernaut and the King of Fighters turned white. 

“No, they haven’t done it yet.” 

“It’s just that Annan Province, we have to deal with them.” 

“I just received information that the Public Security Department of Annan Province and the Annan 

Military Region launched a joint operation.” 

“At the junction of Annan Province and Noirfork, gather five thousand troops to prepare to wipe out all 

the people in the Dragon Temple!” 

Bang! 

As soon as Tang Hao’s words fell, the Juggernaut smashed the long table in front of him with a palm. 

“This group of bastards, they don’t know whether they live or die!” 

“A group of mobs dare to surround and kill the martial arts powerhouse?” 

“They want to die!” 

The Juggernaut was trembling with anger at this time. 

What he was worried about was that the people of the Dragon Temple would avenge Yanxia for killing 

people, but who would have thought that the people of the Dragon Temple didn’t do anything, but the 

secular power of their Yanxia was ready to attack the strong Dragon Temple. 

In today’s world, if you don’t use high-end, full-range and high-destructive weapons, then the martial 

arts powerhouse will completely crush the secular power. 

Don’t say five thousand to one thousand. 



Even if Annan Sheng dispatched 50,000 people, he couldn’t keep those thousand warriors. It even 

makes one’s own souls burned. 

“Quickly, contact the senior management of the Yanxia Center immediately.” 

“Let them find out as soon as possible which idiot gave this order!” 

“While the disaster hasn’t happened, let Annan Province stop this kind of death-hunting behavior!” 

“Did he kill these five thousand people?” 
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Annan Province, the provincial capital. 

Ma Guo sat in the middle army calmly, receiving information from the Quartet. 

“The personnel of Qingyang City have arrived at the designated location!” 

….. 

“Fengxiang City is five kilometers away!” 

….. 

“General Chen has stated that he will fully support our troops to suppress bandits!” 

….. 

Intelligence from all directions, all gathered in this office at this time. 

Ma Guoping has a smile on his face, just like a national player playing chess, strategizing and winning a 

thousand miles. 

“Let’s pass the order down, first salute and then pawn.” 

“As long as these thieves are willing to bow their heads, then it is best.” 

“But if you resist, you can let the people on the scene react according to the circumstances!” 

“In short, no matter what, this group of gangsters must be wiped out in Annan Province!” 

Ma Guoping gave orders in an orderly manner. 

At this time, it was half past four in the afternoon. 

The time to close the net at five o’clock is getting closer. 

However, Ma Guoping didn’t feel half nervous. On the contrary, he was full of self-confidence, and he 

looked like he had a chance to win. 

He even called a friend: “Old Lin, remember to watch TV tonight, man, I will make a big news for you.” 

….. 

“Hahaha…” 



“Soon you will know what’s going on.” 

Ma Guoping said with a smile. 

Ma Guoping at this time is in a very good mood. 

In his opinion, the opponent is a mob. 

He mobilized such a big battle tonight, to frighten those people, it was not a matter of grasping. 

However, Ma Guoping’s smile did not last long. 

Soon, a special line from Gritsberg came in. 

“Yenching?” 

“Could it be that you received the message so soon?” 

“Know that my old horse is going to make a big contribution?” 

Ma Guoping was taken aback for a moment, and then answered the phone with a smile. 

“Hey, old leader, you are well informed.” 

“I’m about to report to you?” 

“I’m telling you, I found a group of gangsters in Annan Province.” 

“There are so many people. They have kidnapped several people all the way north. The social harm is 

extremely serious.” 

“But don’t worry, I have a complete plan, and I can catch them all tonight!” 

Ma Guoping said in a general way. 

However, the admiration he expected did not wait. What he waited for was a cold anger on the phone: 

“You bastard, and you have a face to ask for credit. Do you know that you have caused a big disaster?” 

“Now, I order you to immediately surrender the command of this operation. All personnel stationed at 

the border of Annan Province will be temporarily handed over to the commander of Annan Military 

Region Gao Bairen with full authority!” 

“As for you, after discussion with Gritsberg, I decided to suspend and reflect!” 

boom! 

This call is just like a thunder. 

All the confident smiles of Ma Guoping before disappeared in an instant. 

———— 

———— 

The junction of Noirfork and Annan provinces. 



The Yellow River is billowing, and the mountains, forests and trees stand like evil spirits on both sides of 

the Yellow River. 

There were five thousand people gathered in the wilderness where there were originally few people. 

These people are armed with live ammunition and fully armed, blocking here like a torrent of steel. 

Everyone’s eyes are long and deep, leaning on the far front. 

It seems to be waiting for someone. 

Finally, the land that had been calm for a long time began to tremble. 

The squally wind rolled up and the birds soared into the sky. 

Amidst the trembling mountains and rivers, thousands of children appeared in the sight of these people. 

I saw these people, all in white robes and white clothes. 

Like a white ghost walking in the world. 

At the forefront of this group of people, there are two tall men, carrying coffins and walking straight into 

Noirfork. 

Looking from a distance, it was like a white-scarred sword thrusting straight into the hinterland of 

Yanxia. 

“General Gao, the target has entered the attack range.” 

“Please advise!” 

The men and horses who have been guarding here are instantly alert, as if they are facing an enemy, like 

walking on thin ice. 

The leaders of the dozen or so teams all appealed to the on-site commander Gao Bairen. 

Gao Bairen raised his hand and motioned for everyone to wait! 
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“General Gao, the enemy is already less than a kilometer away from us…” 

…. 

“Less than 500 meters!” 

….. 

“…There is one hundred meters left!” 

…… 

“General Gao, can’t wait any longer!” 



“These people are acting weird and absolutely extraordinary. If we wait any longer, if we let them take 

the lead, we will lose a lot!” 

For a time, many people were anxious to persuade Gao Bairen to order as soon as possible. 

However, Gao Bairen turned a deaf ear. 

Always standing there with a solemn expression, watching the group of people in white mourning 

clothes slowly approaching. 

Finally, seeing the group of dragon temple powerhouses already in front of them, Gao Bairen took a step 

forward and screamed, “Everyone, listen!” 

“All give way.” 

“Respectfully stand left and right, pay attention!” 

“Send Major General Qinglong, the last ride!!” 

What? 

Gao Bairen’s words, only if the thunder traverses the world. 

Those who were ordered by Ma Guoan to apprehend these gangsters are undoubtedly dumbfounded. 

“Gao…General Gao, you…you can’t get it wrong, do you?” 

“Up.. Let’s… let us arrest people!” 

The people in the police system were stunned and asked Gao Bairen in disbelief. 

The order Gao Bairen gave before him was undoubtedly a world apart from the order they had received 

before. 

These people are naturally terrified and trembling! 

However, Gao Bairen ignored them. 

Swipe it! 

After his decree was issued, the generals of the Annan Military Region who followed him all stood up 

and down to make way for the Dragon God Temple crowd entering Noirfork. 

“Send, Major General Qinglong!” 

Gao Bairen took the lead to step out, standing respectfully left and right, standing like a pine, with his 

palms raised above his head, paying attention to the heroic soul of the once-military myth, 

Wushuangzhu Kingdom! 

“Send, Major General Qinglong!” 

…. 

“Send, Major General Qinglong!” 



With Gao Bairen taking the lead, the two thousand soldiers behind him worshipped together. 

The sound of soaring to the sky, shook Xiao Han. 

However, this is just the beginning. 

When Gao Bairen sent the Dragon Temple people out of Annan, a kilometer ahead, within Noirfork 

boundary. 

I don’t know when, there are already thousands of troops stationed there. 

Yes, these people are not others. 

It belongs to the Noirfork Military Region. 

Just earlier, Lu Tianhe, the commander-in-chief of the defense zone, learned from the Temple of Martial 

Arts that Mark had never been in the world. His subordinates are taking Mark’s relics towards the land 

of Noirfork. 

This information is undoubtedly a bolt from the blue for Lu Tianhe and the entire Noirfork defense zone. 

After all, the world only knows the power of Wushuang title, but few people know the grace of Major 

General Qinglong. 

And Mark, for the entire Noirfork Military Region, is undoubtedly a kindness. 

In the All-Army Fighting Competition, Mark played a magnificent power for Noirfork. 

It was Mark who helped Lu Tianhe, Wu Yang and others in charge of Noirfork’s entire army. 

Up to now, in the Noirfork defense zone, there is still a legend of Mark’s immortality. 

Even, in the eyes of many people, Mark is the figure who walked out of their Noirfork Military Region. 

One can imagine how sad it was to learn about Lu Tianhe and others at this time. 

At that time, Lu Tianhe put aside all military area affairs and led the three armies with one hundred 

thousand soldiers to the Noirfork border. 

Seeing the white-haired Lu Tianhe in front of the team in mourning clothes and white clothes carrying 

the coffin and heading north, the old tears burst into tears almost instantly. 

In the end, he could no longer conceal his grief and took the lead to walk out. 

Facing the team in front of him who came to Noirfork to report the funeral, Lu Tianhe knelt down and 

bowed in tears. 

“The commander-in-chief of the Noirfork Defense Zone, Lu Tianhe, leads the generals of the three 

armies, meets the generals of Chu, and returns the soul to his homeland!” 

Rumble! 

It is like a huge rock falling into the sea, setting off a thousand-layer huge wave. 

When Lu Tianhe knelt down, the hundred thousand Noirfork children behind him also knelt together. 



“General Ying Chu, the soul returns to the homeland!” 

….. 

“General Ying Chu, the soul returns to the homeland!” 

….. 

One hundred thousand soldiers shouted together. 

The sound of soaring into the sky, gathered into a stream, shaking the sky and the earth. 

Hundreds of fighters hovered in the air, thousands of artillery fired, and 100,000 children knelt to greet 

each other. 

That night, the border between the two provinces was as bright as day. 

That night, the children of Noirfork welcomed their king back in the way they thought was appropriate! 
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As for Annan Realm, those who led the encirclement and suppression were already scared. 

“Warplane escort?” 

“Cannon fired?” 

“The three armies kneel to welcome?” 

“This this…” 

The people in Annan’s realm have been completely dumbfounded. 

They couldn’t even imagine what kind of a man who passed by their Annan Province tonight? 

Noirfork, Wrilfill City. 

When the first ray of morning glory crossed the sky, a new day came after all. 

However, Wrilfill today is slightly different from the past. 

The lawns on both sides of the road were obviously trimmed deliberately. The landmark location of the 

city has also been refurbished, with some green plants and flowers. 

Especially Wrilfill Avenue, which runs through the center of Wrilfill City, is very clean and beautifully 

decorated, like a festive street scene. 

“Old head Li, is it New Year’s Day today?” The uncle who woke up early in the morning exercise could 

not help but wonder when he saw the renewed streets of Wrilfill. 

“I think you have been confused. How many days are before New Year’s Day?” 

“That’s good, how can the street be so beautiful?” The uncle asked again. 

Old Li shook his head and smiled: “At the first glance, you didn’t pay attention to our Wrilfill News.” 



“I heard that a certain entrepreneur who went out in Wrilfill is going back to his hometown today.” 

“In order to call upon successful entrepreneurs who have left their hometowns to start businesses to 

buy their homes in their hometowns, the Wrilfill Municipal Government has deliberately put a lot of 

effort into making people happy.” 

“I heard that from the highway intersection to Wrilfill Avenue, there are traffic police clearing the road.” 

“The red carpet has been spread for several kilometers, from Peiyunzhou Avenue to the entrance of this 

entrepreneur’s house.” 

“It is said that early this morning, the number one and second in command in Wrilfill has already arrived 

at someone’s house and waited for the entrepreneur to return home with their parents.” 

Old Head Li said with envy. 

The people next to him were shocked when they heard it. 

“I’ll go, this face is enough!” 

“Our Noirfork Mr. Chu returned to Wrilfill, he didn’t have such a big battle, right.” 

“Quickly tell me, who is the local entrepreneur this time?” 

“Could it be that Wrilfill, can’t fly out of one dragon again?” 

Along the way, many people were talking about it. 

After so many years, Mark’s name has long been famous in Noirfork. 

From the elderly to the women and children, no one knows the name of Mr. Jiang Dongchu. 

They thought that Mr. Chu was already powerful enough, but now, it seems that something more 

powerful has come. 

Going home to save a dear, there is such a big battle. 

“Hey, you said it was a coincidence.” 

“This time, the entrepreneur who returned to his hometown is also named Chu.” 

“I heard that when he left Wrilfill that year, he was still a dude who was not doing his job properly.” 

“But who could have imagined that in just a few years of work, people would be proud of the spring 

breeze in the north of the Yangtze River, soaring soaring, and becoming the general manager of the 

Hundred Billion Group.” 

“You said the situation of this person is really unpredictable.” 

Old head Li is not without emotion. 

“what?” 

“Also surnamed Chu?” 



“Could it be that we are a family with Mr. Jiang Dongchu?” 

“Old head Li, don’t let it go, who is it?” 

Everyone became more curious. 

In the end, the old head Li stroked his beard before slowly saying, “This person is the young master of 

Yangtian Real Estate back then, the son of Freidman , Leonard !” 

I go! 

“Yangtian Real Estate?” 

“Isn’t this company going bankrupt?” 

“Unexpectedly, his son is promising?” 

“This Freidman , it’s a good fate.” 

When everyone heard the words, they were shocked and sighed with incredible emotion. 

———— 

———— 

At this time, a black Rolls Royce slowly drove off the highway. 

Inside the car, a man is dressed in a straight suit. 

He sat quietly, with special strong tea on his right hand. 

With the fragrance of tea, looking at the familiar and unfamiliar scene outside, the man felt excited and 

complicated. 

“Leaving, it’s been almost three years.” 

“In just three years, it’s like a lifetime.” 

The man whispered softly. 
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At this moment, the phone rang suddenly, and it was his mother who came in. 

The man answered immediately: “Leonard , when will you arrive? Lin and the others came early in the 

morning to welcome you personally. Hurry up on the way and don’t make people wait too long.” 

“Well, mom, I know.” The man replied in a deep voice, and then hung up the phone. 

“Hahaha…” 

“Mr. Chu, at your age, when you return to your hometown, there is a city mayor who personally greets 

you. Let alone Wrilfill, you are probably the first one looking at the entire Noirfork.” 

“Tsk tusk tusk…” 



“At the age of 30, you can get this kind of treatment?” 

“No wonder, the chairman said that you are a dragon and a phoenix among the human beings. Miss you 

don’t marry me?” 

The driver who drove touts again and again. 

The man shook his head and smiled, “I’m too acclaimed, just hold on to what you need.” 

“Now that the economy is down, the land of Noirfork is dominated by one family, and the Wrilfill 

Municipal Government is in financial difficulties. It is here to attract investment and they can be 

regarded as asking me.” 

“President Chu is humble, why do they beg you, don’t beg me? Isn’t that Mr. Chu you are excellent?” 

The driver continued to boast. 

The man said nothing, and laughed without saying a word. 

Yes, this person is Leonard . 

Compared with the previous year, Leonard now looks a lot more mature. 

A mustache grows up around the corner of his mouth. 

The whole person appears mature and steady. 

After the baptism of years and frustration, there is too much less youthfulness and immaturity. 

Outside the window, countless scenes hurried away. 

Leonard looked at this long-lost city with mixed feelings in his heart. 

Until now, Leonard still remembers that because of his youth and vigor, he offended a certain big man in 

Noirfork. 

In desperation, he had to go far away and start all over again. 

“Three years.” 

“When I left my hometown back then, I had nothing and I was extremely embarrassed.” 

“Today I returned to Wrilfill, dressed in fine clothes and elegant clothes, full of vigor.” 

“Mark ah Mark, back then you Noirfork covered the sky with one hand, and it made me difficult to get 

ahead. Today, my Leonard has already soared into the sky, how can you suppress me?” 

“Golden scales are not in the pool, they will turn into dragons in the face of wind and cloud!” 

Leonard ’s eyes are full of arrogance and full of spirit. 

He suddenly looked forward to something. If Mark and his old deceased saw the glory and status he 

achieved today, how would he react? 

Thinking of this, Leonard was even more excited. 



Then he took out his mobile phone, edited a post, and sent it to Moments. 

“It’s been more timid to be close to hometown. It’s been three years, Wrilfill, hello!” 

“In addition, thank the leaders of the Wrilfill Municipal Party Committee and the citizens for their 

enthusiasm. Tonight, I will not be drunk or return.” 

Below are some photos taken casually on the road, and one of them says on a banner, a warm welcome 

to Wrilfill entrepreneur Leonard to return to his hometown! 

Soon after this circle of friends was sent out, various likes, comments, and private chats were 

immediately blown up. 

“I go!” 

“Brother Fei has developed?” 

….. 

“Wealth does not return home like a night walk in brocade.” 

….. 

“When are you free, come out for a drink!” 

…. 

“Brother Fei, my brother is going to marry a wife, and the down payment is not enough. Hurry up and 

borrow a million for emergency!” 

…… 

Leonard glanced at it casually, then completely turned off the phone and closed his eyes to rest. 

At this time, outside the car, the traffic police who had been waiting here respectfully asked, “Dare to 

ask, but Mr. Leonard ?” 

“I am the captain of the second squadron of the Wrilfill Detachment, and I am specially appointed to 

clear the way for Mr. Leonard to return home. Please give instructions!” 

Leonard waved his hand across the window, and said lightly: “Set sail!” 

boom! 

Back and forth, more than a dozen motorcycles flashed double flashes, protecting the man who had left 

his hometown and returning home! 

However, the citizens of Wrilfill did not know that it was also on this day, and the men of Wrilfill would 

also return home on this day. 

Before Ericson Li and others arrived, the Noirfork Provincial Government received letters from Gritsberg 

and Noirfork Military Region. 

“Mr. Chu’s soul returns to his homeland, Noirfork, and do everything he can to provide convenience!” 



“Do your best to send Mr. Chu one last time!” 

Chapter 3617 

“Do your best to send Mr. Chu one last time!” 

This order was jointly communicated by the senior officials of Gritsberg and the Wushen Temple. 

Noirfork Provincial Government and defense areas have all received this instruction. 

Of course, this order is redundant for Noirfork. 

In fact, as long as the news of Mark’s fall and the news that the funeral team will enter Noirfork is not 

required, the Noirfork Land will spontaneously greet their king with the highest etiquette. 

After all, the land of Noirfork is Mark’s basic plate. 

Mark has been here for many years, and his position and influence in Noirfork cannot be described in 

words. 

The Noirfork Provincial Government was the last to know about Mark’s accident. 

Today Noirfork is headed by He Lanshan and Han Dongmin. 

When the two of them received the letter, they were just like a bolt from the blue, and both of them 

stayed where they were. 

“Chu…Mr. Chu, have you… committed suicide?” 

“This… how is this possible?” 

He Lanshan stunned in place. 

Han Dongmin trembled all over. 

Both of them were people who had seen Mark’s majesty. 

As a result, they did not want to believe that such a dazzling man was forced to commit suicide? 

A few minutes later, there was an order out of the river. 

A large number of personnel were dispatched, and the target was directed at Wrilfill, a hundred miles 

away. 

“Old He, you go to Wrilfill to set up the venue first.” 

“Mr. Chu has protected me from Noirfork for many years, and the last cut is to let Mr. Chu go through 

the wind and scenery.” 

“I’ll be there soon.” 

Han Dongmin’s words were heavy. 

He Lanshan nodded, and then followed the vanguard to Wrilfill. 



As for Han Dongmin, he drove to Denham. 

On the way, Han Dongmin called his son Han Shaojie: “Shaojie, where are you?” 

“Dad, I’m investigating in Hainan? What’s the matter?” Han Shaojie’s puzzled voice came over the 

phone. 

“Come back, take the nearest ordinary plane and fly directly to the sea. It should be, I can catch up.” 

Han Shaojie was stunned: “Dad, what’s the matter? What happened?” 

Han Shaojie’s words were full of anxiety. 

“Mr. Chu is dead.” 

“Come back and see him for the last time.” Han Dongmin sighed, then hung up the phone. 

As for Han Shaojie, who was thousands of miles away, his whole body was like a thunderbolt, stunned in 

the same place. 

I don’t know how long it took, Han Shaojie used a trembling hand to get through Greg Shen’s call. 

“Shaojie, you busy guy, why did you think of calling me?” 

“When will I go back to Noirfork, brother, I will take you to play. I will tell you that I found a good place 

here, and the sister paper inside is more beautiful than the other, and it is not lost to the sister paper of 

Shancheng.” Greg Shen came on the phone. Some false voices. 

However, Han Shaojie did not speak and remained silent all the time. 

In the end, he couldn’t bear the grief in his heart after all, with some choking voices, and shouted: “Greg 

Shen, Fan…Fan, he is dead!” 

Snapped! 

Greg Shen was startled, and the phone in his hand fell directly to the ground. 

A few minutes later, two luxury cars drove from the hotel at the same time, and then ran like crazy on 

the road. 

“Mark, Mark…” 

“Waiting for brother!!” 

Greg Shen’s eyes were flushed, and he growled in his heart. 

———— 

———— 

Denham, Ye’s old house. 

Today, an ordinary day. 

Mark’s mother looked after Xiao Mark as usual. 



It has been almost a year since Mark appeared. 

It’s a lot bigger than it was at the beginning. 

Even turn over and simply stand up. 

The arrival of this little life undoubtedly brought a lot of joy and happiness to the Ye Family. 

But on this day, a large number of luxury cars suddenly appeared outside the Ye family’s house. 

The door of the lead car opened and Han Dongmin walked down from it. 

“Han, why are you here?” 

Chapter 3618 

“Quick, please inside!” 

“Are you looking for Mark?” 

“Mark is not here.” 

“Go to Wrilfill and ask to see if he has returned to Wrilfill?” 

Seeing Han Dongmin, Mark’s aunt enthusiastically invited in for tea. 

Han Dongmin visits Mark’s mother at Ye’s house every New Year’s Day, so the Ye family has already 

gotten close to him. 

“Well, is Aunt Ye there? I’ll ask her to say a few words.” 

Han Dongmin asked Ye Ximei’s whereabouts. 

“It’s inside.” 

Han Dongmin followed in and saw Ye Ximei who was teasing the child. 

“Dongmin, what’s the matter? Could it be Mark’s stinky boy who caused trouble again and affected your 

work?” Ye Ximei said in a sullen expression. 

Han Dongmin stood there, opened his mouth, but stopped talking. 

“Auntie Ye, that, Mr. Chu is coming back.” 

“I received the order, come and pick you up.” 

“Please prepare and come with us.” 

“Also, if the other Ye family can go, try their best to pass.” 

“Mr. Chu, I should be in Wrilfill soon.” 

After all, Han Dongmin didn’t tell the facts directly, but only expressed it euphemistically. 

This kind of thing is hard to tell. 



“Mark is coming back?” 

“This bastard ran away without saying a word.” 

“Furthermore, the shelf is quite big. When I returned home, I asked Han Province to notify him in 

person.” 

Ye Xi’s eyebrows groaned a few words. 

Then he hurriedly asked people to take their coats and was ready to go to Wrilfill. 

“Called your brother and them too.” 

“Our Ye family are all over.” 

“Kill their young couple for a meal.” 

Ye Ximei called all Mark’s uncles and aunts. 

A large group of people followed Han Dongmin to Wrilfill. 

However, the Ye family at this time didn’t know at all, what would be waiting for them next? 

At this time, in addition to Han Dongmin and Lu Tianhe, who gathered in Wrilfill, there was also Wang 

Jiexi from Haozhou. 

“Ericson Li, Lei San, the bastards, left without saying a word.” 

“Noirfork’s mess is left to me.” 

“When I saw them in Wrilfill this time, I had to scold them face to face.” 

On the highway, Wang Jiexi was sitting in the car, cursing angrily. 

He just got the message that Ericson Li, Lei San and the others are going back to Wrilfill with Mr. Chu. 

He also heard that in order to welcome Mr. Chu back to his hometown, the chief executives of the 

provincial government and the military region had all rushed over. 

As Wang Jiexi, a powerful Noirfork magnate, naturally cannot be absent on such lively occasions. 

He had to go to Mr. Chu to file a complaint, saying that the two old things Lei Lao San and Ericson Li 

didn’t take care of their affairs. 

For a time, all forces gathered in Chaoyunzhou. 

However, the citizens of Wrilfill didn’t even know that the remote town they were in had become the 

center of the storm in the entire summer because of a man. 

Yes, at this time, more than Noirfork people are rushing to Wrilfill. 

It was the Gritsberg high-level, as well as the Temple of Martial Arts, and the thousands of warriors in 

Yanxia, countless people’s eyes fell on Noirfork, Wrilfill. 



Moreover, because of this, the Juggernaut, King of Fighters and others at the top of Yanshan Mountain 

have not closed their eyes for several days and nights. 

Mark’s funeral was not completely calmed down, and the stones in their hearts were naturally difficult 

to fall to the ground. 

Thinking of this, the King of Fighters Mo Gucheng couldn’t help shaking his head and let out a wry smile. 

“While that guy was alive, he made us sleepless and sleepless at night.” 

“Unexpectedly, now that it has fallen, it still makes us restless.” 

“This entire hot summer, Mark alone can torture our Martial God Temple.” 

The King of Fighters sighed with emotion. 

At this time, He Lanshan led the vanguard and had already arrived in Wrilfill. 

The first thing after arriving in Wrilfill, He Lanshan directly let people take over the traffic, road 

administration, and security of the streets in the main urban area of Wrilfill. 

All the necessary roads for Mr. Chu to return to his hometown will be under martial law and temporary 

traffic control will be implemented. 

Chapter 3619 

Wrilfill, on the main street. 

More than a dozen motorcycles flashed double flashes, leading Leonard ’s car to drive slowly. 

People on both sides of the road are full of onlookers. 

Feeling the envy and admiration of everyone, Leonard in the car can be said to be energetic, and his 

vanity is undoubtedly greatly satisfied. 

Isn’t that what you do when you are alive? 

So hard working outside, not hesitating to struggle outside, what they did was not the envy and 

admiration in the eyes of the fathers and the villagers when they returned home, and the pride and 

pride on the faces of their parents and relatives. 

Especially when you hear someone boast in front of your parents that your two elders have given birth 

to a good son, years of hard work and effort have not been wasted. 

“Driver, please hurry up.” 

Leonard urged again, he couldn’t wait to go home. 

At this time, Leonard felt that there must have been a lot of people gathered at his home. 

City leaders, parents and uncles. 

When you get off the bus, you will surely receive the most grand welcome. 

Leonard almost couldn’t wait, and wanted to greet his bright moment urgently. 



However, just after Leonard ’s words fell. 

Stabbed! 

The moving vehicle slammed into a sudden stop. 

The huge inertia dragged Leonard ’s body and almost didn’t hit the front seat. 

“What’s wrong?” 

Leonard frowned, a little displeased. 

The driver pointed to the front, indicating that the car was stopped by the leading traffic policeman. 

At this moment, Leonard put down the car window and asked the person who was leading the road: 

“What’s the matter, why don’t you leave?” Leonard asked in a deep voice. 

“Chu, I’m sorry, the road seems to be blocked.” The captain who opened the way came back and said to 

Leonard apologetically. 

When Leonard heard the words, he smiled: “Lin Shi is really interested. In order to welcome me, he 

closed the road.” 

“Tell them, I’m the one who Lin Shi is waiting for, Leonard , who is back to my hometown and province.” 

“When they hear my name, they will let it go.” 

Leonard said faintly, his words were full of arrogance and pretense. 

To be honest, Leonard is more and more fond of this Linshi who has just arrived in office. 

The road was cleared by a dedicated person, the road was closed, and the main street of the city of Nuo 

Da, at this time, became his special show for Leonard . 

This majesty and face are not insignificant. 

However, before Leonard finished speaking, the captain said bitterly, “Mr. Chu, I said it.” 

“But, it’s useless.” 

“They said they didn’t know you.” 

What? 

Leonard immediately stared, “Have you made a mistake?” 

“Have a welcome ceremony for me, but now the protagonist comes, but he doesn’t know him?” 

“The quality of the people under your hands really needs to be improved.” 

Seeing that Leonard was a little angry, the team leader quickly calmed down and said, “Mr. Chu, don’t 

be angry for now. I’ll call and ask.” 

“Don’t worry, you are a guest from Lin City. No one dares to stop your car in this Wrilfill land. Certainly, 

something went wrong in some link.” 



“I’ll make a call and it will be resolved soon.” 

Captain Wang Hu said with a smile, and then began to ask his superiors about the ban on the main 

street of the city today. 

However, what made Wang Hu particularly puzzled was that he had asked his colleagues in the system 

all the time, but he didn’t even know about the ban on the main street. 

“Strange, who are these people transferred?” 

“Could it be that Lin City was transferred from another department?” 

Wang Hu was also a little confused. 

Finally, through the relationship, I asked the secretary of Lin City. 

As a result, the other party’s answer was still unaware. 

“Linshi never ordered traffic control on the main street!” 

Wang Hu who got this answer was undoubtedly shocked. 

He suddenly raised his head and looked at the public servants who were in charge of the road ahead: 

“Where did these people jump out?” 

 


